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In work done jointly with Toby Walsh, the author has provided a sound theoretical foundation to the process of reasoning with abstraction [GW90c; GW89; GWg0b; GW90a].
The notion of abstraction formalized in this work can be informally described ,xs:
[ By "throwing away details" we usually mean that the problenl is described in a language with a smaller search space (for instance a propositional language or a language without variables) in which formulae of the abstract representation are obtained from the formulae of the ground representation by the use of some terminating rewriting technique.
Often we require that the use of abstraction results in more efficient .reasoning. However, it might simply increase the number of facts asserted (eg. by allowing, in practice, the exploration of deeper search spaces or by implementing some form of learning).
Among all abstractions, three very important classes have been identified.
They relate the set of facts provable in the ground space to those provable in _he abstract space. We call:
• TI abstractions all those abstractions where the abstractions of all the provable facts of the ground space are provable in the abstract space;
• TD abstractions all those abstractions where the 
